Sod industry booms; inventory levels fall

BY HALE PHILLIPS

Need Bermudagrass sod this spring? Take a number.
Southeastern sod producers are reporting their lowest inventories in some time, as a combination of strong residential sales, the Atlanta Olympic Games, winter kill and booming new course construction have resulted in shortages of Bermudagrass and zoysiasod stocks.

Golf accounts for approximately one-tenth of the nation's sod purchases, according to Doug Fender, executive director of TurfProducers International. However, the growing popularity of sodding new courses, in addition to the harsh winter, has contributed to an upward swing in golf's use of sod.

"Only eight to 10 percent of sod use goes to golf, but that figure has doubled in the last three to four years," Fender explained. "It's a remarkable phenomenon but we have to keep it in perspective. If we doubled our residential business, we couldn't meet demand. Golf is a smaller scale but there's no denying golf is on a stronger use path.

Added Aaron McWhorter of North Georgia Turf: "The sod industry is at its peak. We may never see the demand for our product at these levels again for a long time."

Of the 21 sod producers polled by the Georgia Sod Producers Association, 70 percent described their inventory levels of Bermudagrass at fair to poor. Zoysias levels are no better. Of the eight farms in Georgia growing zoysia, only two reported adequate levels.

Despite the shortage, only 35 percent of the sod producers anticipated a price increase, while 65 percent expressed hope that prices will remain steady.

"New golf courses have really increased their purchase of sod," said Don Moore, vice president of Tifton Turf Farms. "In the past, only 50,000 square feet of sod or less was used at a new course, around ditches and swales. Now, many new courses purchase 1 million to 1.5 million square feet for an 18-hole course. Developers want to protect themselves from erosion losses during gully-washers and the sod is the fastest method to cover the exposed soil."

The general rule of thumb: Architects factor in 10 acres of sod for bunker
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Host resigns Scotts presidency; Seitz assumes former post

MARYSVILLE, Ohio — The board of directors at The Scotts Co. has announced the resignation of its president and chief executive officer, Theodore J. Host, who also resigned his seat on the board of directors. Tadd C. Seitz, the current chairman of the board and the company's chief executive officer from 1983 until April 1995, has agreed to resume his former posts as CEO and president on an interim basis while the board conducts a search for a new CEO.

Seitz first became CEO of The Scotts Co. in 1983 and guided it through a management buyout from JTT Corp. in 1986. He also led the firm through its initial public offering in 1992 and through acquisitions in 1989, 1993, and 1994 of Hyponex, Republic and Grace-Sierra, respectively, and the 1995 merger with Miracle-Gro.

"Tadd Seitz has been a stabilizing force for the company since 1985," said Horace Hagedorn, vice chairman of the Scotts board and chairman of Miracle-Gro prior to the merger, speaking on behalf of the board. "We are truly looking forward to having him back at the helm and toward refocusing the company's efforts in the 1996 fiscal year."

The Scotts Co. also recently announced the appointment of Robert Stohler as vice president, international. Stohler joins Scotts following an executive career in the global market. Most recently, he was president, Rubbermaid Europe in Luxembourg. In this new position, Stohler is responsible for international operations for both the consumer and professional business.
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**ENVIRONMENTAL & IPM ADVANTAGES**

**Drift Control and Deposit Efficiency** The Falcon enclosed spray boom is aerodynamically designed to eliminate the drift created behind simple booms, making spraying in the wind feasible. Government drift studies show it has less drift in a 24 mph wind than the standard legal open boom limitation of 6 mph. The boom also gives exceptionally even distribution with either high or low volume application rates.

**Many models** are available from 15 & 20 ft. electric fold retrofit booms for the JD 1800, to 40" or 80" GreensAp walking booms, complete sprayers for tractors, up to 300 gal. trailers, 5 & 12 ft. sprayers for out front mowers and self contained walking sprayers.

**The IPM Choice** The Falcon mechanically controls drift, letting the operator choose his drop size and application rate to maximize formulation efficacy and reliability. The increased efficiency, on target application, and environmental protection of the Falcon, make it the choice for IPM and the environmentally concerned applicator plus he is protected. Small drops increase reliability and efficacy required to minimize pesticide usage and maintain control.

**Public Comfort and Reduced Liability Risk**

The public is concerned when it sees spray from an open boom floating in the same air they breathe. The Falcon contains the spray inside the enclosure, eliminating the floating droplets and the sight of spray. This makes the public more comfortable, building yours and your customer's image while reducing risk and liability.

See Your John Deere Dealer for Falcon Sprayers & Booms!
Fax (306) 975-0499

---

**GOODSHELL JOINS PINMARK**

PELLA, Iowa — Vermeer Manufacturing founder Gary Vermeer, whose inventions have helped shape the construction equipment industry since 1948, was inducted into the Construction Equipment Industry Hall of Fame March 19, during the ConExpo/ConAgg equipment convention in Las Vegas.

Now the chairman emeritus of Vermeer Manufacturing, Vermeer's first invention was a mechanical wagon hoist designed to speed up the task of unloading grain. To keep up with the demand, he built a 2,400-square-foot factory to start what is now one of the most successful family-owned equipment companies in the world. Through the years, Vermeer manufactured several more industry firsts, including a PTO-driven hammer mill and the PTO-driven tilling machine that grew into today's line of hydrostatic utility trenchers.

In the 1950s, Vermeer helped build the tree care market with the invention of the stump cutter which allowed one person to remove a stump in minutes. The innovation of the first mechanical tree spade gave the industry a machine that could dig, transport, and transplant trees providing homeowners instant shade.

Vermeer's most well-known innovation was the large round baler in 1971. After learning that a friend was getting out of the cow-calf business due to the labor-intensive task of putting up hay to feed cattle, Vermeer designed a hay baler that would roll a bale of hay up to 2,000 pounds. Vermeer's large round baler is still considered one of the most revolutionary inventions in modern farming.

---

**Sod industry**
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faces and erodable areas, then it's up to the owner to decide what else is sodded, according to Don Roberts, general manager of Southern Turf Nurseries/Warren's Group. "Seeding is probably a lesser cost, if you hit it right and it germinates," Roberts said. "But we've found that, with the rains we're apt to have here in the Southeast, you can have an entire seed bed washed away."

"Sodding really decreases the risk element involved out there," agreed Jeff Hartstine, president of Central Florida Turf, a course construction firm active in the Southeast. "It costs more, but you offset that because you can open sooner. They do the math."

"New courses are definitely sodding more, and you have to consider renovations. There have been many more remodel- ing jobs of late. They sod a lot."

Unfortunately for golf courses in the Southeast, this winter's severe weather will likely result in some involuntary replacement sod. Superintendents are expecting a great deal of winter kill — another factor in sod farmers anticipating low inventories this spring.

"I think you can check the records, and this is the worst winter we've had in 12 years, to my knowledge," said Butch Gill of Turf Merchants, Inc. "Severe winter kill is definitely contributing to the replacement sod market. Jacksonville usually has about 500 chill hours per year. This year, we're already at 900 chill hours."

According to Dr. Joe Dipaola of Novartis (formerly Ciba and Sandoz), Bermudagrass testing has shown the turf to be susceptible to injury at temperatures of only 23 to 18 F. "Superintendents need to check their soil and air-temperature records and see if the temperature at crown height reached below 23 F," Dipaola told USGA's Patrick O'Brien. "Damage will show first in areas that are shaded or poorly drained. Low potassium or an imbalance between N & K [nitrogen and potassium] will also increase the likelihood of low-temperature injury."

---
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